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I was lucky enough to attend this conference by adding it on to a
previously planned work trip to Europe. I was invited to attend a
dinner the night before with most of the speakers. I was struck by
their enthusiasm about the issues associated with ME/CFS and their
willingness to talk to others about these.

This summary is an attempt to provide some of the information
presented at the conference to people who were not able to be
present. However, I must state that I am not medically trained and
had just finished a long flight from New Zealand the night before. This
means that my understanding of some of the medical and biochemical
aspects may not be accurate. However, where I have not been sure of
my understanding I have either said nothing or relied heavily on the
conference abstracts.

Dr Leonard Jason
The first speaker was Dr Leonard Jason who is Professor of Clinical and
Community Psychology at DePaul University. He argued that it is
important to determine which case definition to use in defining the
ME/CFS syndrome. He made the point that a case definition should
include operationally explicit objective criteria. For example, you are
able to differentiate fatigue associated with depression and fatigue
associated with ME/CFS by defining more of the nature and severity of
the fatigue. This process can be aided through a structured interview
schedule. A structured interview schedule is a means of ensuring that
each patient is assessed using the same criteria. Dr Jason further
illustrated this with his research which identified 5 types of fatigue
found in people with ME/CFS (Post exertional, wired, brain, flu-like,
and energy). Research has shown that healthy controls only
experience the flu-like fatigue.

Currently, scientists use the Fukuda et al (1994) CFS case definition.
However, Dr Jason argued that this lacked operational definitions and
a diagnosis of ME/CFS did not necessitate what appear now to be the
three key symptoms of ME/CFS (unrefreshing sleep, post-exertional
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malaise, and cognitive problems). In other words, you can be
diagnosed using the Fukuda criteria with actually having those three
key symptoms. Another problem with the Fukuda criteria is that
person with clinical depression who does not have ME/CFS could be
diagnosed with ME/CFS. The CDC has also developed a case definition.
It adds frequency and severity ratings (the Fukuda definition only has
yes/no) and changes the time frame from six to one month. Dr Jason
thought that the use of standardized measures to measure fatigue and
disability were good but pointed out some problems with the measures
chosen. He compared the Fukuda case definition with the case
definition developed by the Canadians with the help of an international
panel of experts. Dr Jason clearly believed that the Canadian case
definition was superior.

The IACFS/ME has developed a paediatric case definition of ME/CFS
base on the Canadian case definition. Dr Jason discussed research he
had conducted which showed that when compared with the Fukuda
definition the paediatric definition had equal specificity and better
sensitivity.

Dr Jason has been involved in the development of two psychometric
measures of ME/CFS (one for the Canadian definition and one for the
paediatric definition). They are available from the IACFS/ME website
and are free to use. They have used a factor analysis on data from the
adult measure and identified 4 subtypes of people with ME/CFS.

Dr Jonathon Kerr
Dr Kerr is the Sir Joseph Hotung Clinical Senior Lecturer in
Inflammation at St Georges University of London. He and his team
have set out to determine the precise abnormalities of gene expression
that occur in blood of CFS/ME patients. Using a sample of about 80
patients with ME/CFS and 125 normal blood donors they have
identified 88 genes that expressed differently in people with ME/CFS.
85 of these are overexpressed and 3 are underexpressed. Highly
representative functions were in the areas of haematological disease
and function, immunological disease and function, cancer, cell death,
immune response and infection. Clustering of the QPCR data from the
CFS/ME patients revealed 8 subtypes with distinct differences in SF-36
scores, clinical phenotype and severity. Dr Kerr was asked if his
research supported the idea that ME/CFS was an inflammatory illness
and he said that it did.
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Dr Martin Lerner
Dr Lerner has a long history in medicine including being Governor for
the Michigan American College of Physicians, 1991-1994. He spoke
about his Energy Index Point Score (EI) which is a simple and reliable
metric (a score of 1-10 with clear anchors of the functional ability for
each point) which is used to evaluate the functional capacity of the
patient at each visit to the physician. Dr Lerner reported on validation
of the EI using two sets of data. One involved a sample of 20 ME/CFS
patients and 22 healthy adults matched for sex, age, place and time.
The mean score of the healthy adults was 9.9 and of the ME/CFS
patients was 3.6. The second involved 55 ME/CFS patients evaluated
at the same time using the EI and the Fatigue Severity Scale (a longer
standardized measure of fatigue). The patients scores on the two
correlated at a level of 0.67 which is in the moderate to high range. EI
scores have also been shown to correlate with improvement in ME/CFS
symptoms in Dr Lerner’s research.

Dr Lerner stated that it is his hypothesis that ME/CFS is the result of
viruses which the body has not controlled. Dr Lerner then talked about
his experience with antiviral drugs such as valacyclovir and included
descriptions of studies of small trials that he has had published. He
said that these studies showed that some people could be successfully
treated with antivirals. He pointed out that different antivirals worked
for different viruses and therefore it was important to know which
viruses were a problem for the patient.

Dr Lerner talked about how patients with ME/CFS had cardiac
abnormalities including abnormal oscillating flat or inverted t-waves at
24 hour ECG monitor and abnormal cardiac wall motion at rest
(11.5%) and stress (24.1%). Cardiac biopsies from ME/CFS patients
(not recommended by Dr Lerner as these caused dangerous
complications for the patients) showed non-inflammatory
cardiomyopathy with myofiber disarray, myofiber drop out, apoptosis,
and cardiac replacement fibrosis.

Dr Lerner also reported on some new data. This was from his ME/CFS
patients (187) that he had treated with antivirals in the last six years.
Some of these had a single virus (EBV 27.5%, CMV 13.8% and HHV6
1.4%) while others had multiple virus’ of every combination. For those
with EBV the mean duration of treatment with antivirals was 3.1 years
and for EBV plus others virus’ was 3.5 years. The treatment was
continued until the EI score reached eight at which time the antiviral
was tapered, stopped or continued as needed to achieve no change in
the EI score (i.e. not get worse). The overall sample had a mean start
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EI score of 4.2 and a mean increase of 1.8 EI points after long term
antiviral treatment (there were small differences between the figure he
reported at the conference and those in the abstract. It may be that
the figures reported at the conference included the addition of more
patients because of the time period since the submission of the
abstract). This increase is statistically significant (i.e. is not due to
chance). Dr Lerner also reported that there were improvements in the
heart abnormalities. He reports that his patients have not experienced
toxicity with the antivirals. The protocol involves trying the treatment
on the patient for one year but if there is no improvement at that
stage then he discontinues the treatment (these discontinued patients
were included in the results).

Dr Lerner mentioned that he is planning to prepare a set of DVDs that
will be available to Drs to aid them in their treatment of patients with
ME/CFS. It sound like this will give a thorough description of his
protocol.

Dr Lerner reported that in his experience patients should not exercise
until their EI score is at least seven. He has found that when people
with an EI score below seven exercise their health deteriorates.

Dr Julia Newton
Dr Newton investigates autonomic function in the pathogenesis of
fatigue and includes in this research into patients with ME/CFS. She
stated that doctors have traditionally only been interested in high
blood pressure and that if it was not high then it was good blood
pressure. Therefore low blood pressure that is experienced by a lot of
MR/CFS patients is not considered a problem by many doctors. There
is a lot of research that shows a link between autonomic dysfunction
and fatigue. Dr Newton reported some of her research. She has found
that 27% of people with ME/CFS meet the criteria for POTS which is
treatable. Of 100 patients, 28% had a history of loss of consciousness
on standing, 48% experienced an increase in ME/CFS symptoms
during a tilt table test, and 52% experienced a drop in BP during the
tilt table test to suggest orthostatic hypertension.

Dr Newton suggested that autonomic problems lead to other problems.
One of these is problems with recovery after exercise. Her research
has shown that ME/CFS patients generate more acid in the muscles
and take more time to get rid of the acid during recovery. Her
research has also shown that patients with ME/CFS, whose BP drops
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when they stand up, do worse on memory tests. This fits with the
cognitive problems that ME/CFS patients report.

Dr Newton briefly discussed two possible treatments. One is that there
are already established treatments for autonomic dysfunction which
she feels is worth trying with ME/CFS. The second is a treatment which
they are trying which is called tilt training. This involves the patient
slowly learning to adjust better to being upright. She believes that
with time the patients system may learn to compensate.

Dr John Chia (some of this is taken directly from his conference
abstract)
Dr Chia is an infectious disease specialist who both works with patients
and conducts research. He stated that enteroviruses (EV) are clear
causes of acute respiratory and gastrointestinal infections, with
tropism for the central nervous system, muscles and heart.

Dr Chia stated that the results of an acute EV infection depended on
the immune system and in particular the Th1 part of the immune
system. There are certain things which reduce the response of the TH1
system. These include: pregnancy, the last two weeks of the
menstrual cycle, steroids, vigorous exercise and prior infections.

Dr Chia reported that chronic EV infections have been implicated as
the cause of ME/CFS by a few European investigators. However
research has not consistently found EV in the blood of patients with
ME/CFS. Observations from in vitro experiments and from animal
models of EV infection, however, clearly established a state of chronic
persistence through the formation of double strand RNA, similar to
findings reported in muscle biopsies of ME/CFS patients. Production of
non-cytopathic viruses, with partial deletion of the 5’ untranslated
region of the viral genome, was recently reported in mice with chronic
EV myocarditis. Similar to European studies, Dr Chias recent data
suggests that EV could be a major trigger/cause among the diverse
etiologies for ME/CFS. Dr Chia’s studies have confirmed EV RNA
sequence in the peripheral blood leukocytes (PBL) taken from ME/CFS
patients, and the relative frequency of RNA detection correlated with
the severity of symptoms. Additionally, administration of a-interferon
and ribavirin or the combination of a- and y- interferon to ME/CFS
patients with persistent EV infection resulted in significant
improvement of clinical symptoms and suppression of EV RNA.
Symptomatic relapses and reappearance of EV RNA in PBL after drug
discontinuation lend support to the pathogenic role of EV in patients
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with ME/CFS. Dr Chia’s research has also found EV capsid protein 1 in
82% of stomach biopsies taken from more than 250 ME/CFS patients.
Dr Chia argues that the finding of EV RNA and the growth of non-
cytopathic EV in the same tissues provides compelling evidence for
persistent EV infection. He stated that renewed interest is needed to
further the study of the cause-effect relationship between viral
persistence and clinical symptoms of ME/CFS. Controlled trials with
future antiviral drugs will likely provide the ultimate evidence for the
pathogenic role of EV in ME/CFS. Dr Chia made the point during the
presentation that the way that tissue was tested was very important
as EV disappeared very quickly from the tissue.

Dr Chia stated that thyroid cancer was 6,000 times more likely in
people with ME/CFS.

Dr Irving Spurr
Dr Spurr is GP who has extensive experience working with ME/CFS. He
is the chairman of the Dr John Richardson Research group. Dr Spurr
also talked about the implication of enteroviruses (EV) in ME/CFS. He
stated that he has found enteroviruses in water reservoirs and these
are not destroyed by chlorination. Dr Spurr stated that treatment was
more successful if it started early (therefore the need for an early
diagnosis). He also said that the sick cells needed to be rested. He
agreed with Dr Lerner that graded exercise should only be used when
the patient is feeling much better. He uses immunoglobulin treatment
extensively and has not done a RCT because he does not believe it is
ethical to not offer it to clients. There are apparently problems with the
use of IV IG in the UK and so he uses IM. Treatment also involves
stress reduction, toxin free food and drink and choline/vitamin C. Dr
Spurr stated that patients with ME/CFS should be treated by a good
knowledgeable physician.

Dr Judy Mikovits
Dr Mikovits is the research Director at the Whittemore Peterson
Nevada CFS centre for the Neuro-Immune disorders. Her presentation
was very technical and presented very quickly. This was the last
presentation and I am sorry but I had problems keeping up. However,
it did become clear that this research institution is well funded and
working on cutting edge projects to understand and subtype ME/CFS.
Below is a copy of her conference abstract.
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ME/CFS is a heterogenous (she likened it to cancer) disease with
unknown etiology. Previous studies have shown that viral specific
immune responses and immune abnormalities play critical roles in the
pathogenesis of ME/CFS. The central problem in the management of
patients with ME/CFS is the lack of biomarkers for patient stratification
into subgroups according to distinct immune responses, virus
infections and neurological abnormalities. This situation hinders both
the diagnostic process and development of specific treatments. The
overall goal of our current research program is to define viral and host
parameters that correlate with distinct disease phenotypes. We have
taken advantage of the latest technologies, which allow for multiplex
analysis from a single sample to better define a cohort with molecular
signatures of immune response and correlate those signatures with
virus infections using a custom pan viral DNA microarray. We used our
clinically well defined cohort for serum cytokine and chemokine
profiling using a bead based suspension ELISA for 25 cytokines and
chemokines on a Luninex platform in 90 patients and 120 healthy
controls; pan custom viral expression microarrays in 40 patients done
at two different time points; profiling of innate immune defects
including RNase L function and cytotoxic subset profiling as well as
correlating microbial induced gastrointestinal inflammation chronic
immune activation. Data will also be presented on a subgroup of
patients who developed a defect in functional T cell subsets
characterized by a clonal rearrangement of T-cell receptor gamma
(TCRg). These patients form a distinct subgroup that is characterized
by a significantly increased incidence of the developments of Non-
Hodgkins Lymphoma.

Poster
Dr Tae Park
This is the abstract of his poster
Objective: Prove the effectiveness of IV IG treatment in ME/CFS
patients

The study was made by checking the GFR of 125 ME/CFS patients by
s-creatinine clearance with cockcroft-auld formula.
There are several studies about the effectiveness of IV IG treatment of
ME/CFS patients. But there have been no reports as to how they
improve. It has been known that ME/CFS is really an inflammatory
disease of the CNS, mainly from micro-vasculitis. Also the
immuneglobuline is the only drug to improve the CNS inflammation at
the present time.
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Here we report that there is a real measurable evidence to show that
there is improved renal blood flow in ME/CFS patients with IVG
treatment. We randomly selected 125 patients who met the 1994
Fukuda criteria. We found there were significant renal blood flow
improvements in 60 patients (50%) with IVIG treatment. We also
found significant improvements of patients symptoms, especially
fatigue, sleep disorders, muscle pain and, most of all, they showed
marked improvement in the cognitive functions. Among the improved
cognitive functions displayed patients showed remarkable
improvements in comprehension and concentrations. The improvement
of renal blood flow are between 35% and 60% of previous GFR.

These findings of improved renal blood flow may be evidence of
improved cerebral blood flow. Furthermore, they may explain the
improvement of cognitive functions and other symptoms of ME/CFS
patients with IVIG treatment.

This study will lead to further investigation of ME/CFS treatment with
IVIG treatment.


